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ABSTRACT

Controlled nuclear fusion is one of the most promising sources of energy for the future. Before this

goal can be achieved, one must be able to control the enormousenergy densities which are present in

the core plasma in a fusion reactor. In order to be able to predict the evolution and thereby the lifetime

of different plasma facing materials under reactor-relevant conditions, the interaction of atoms and

molecules with plasma first wall surfaces have to be studied in detail. In this thesis, the fundamental

sticking and erosion processes of carbon-based materials,the nature of hydrocarbon species released

from plasma-facing surfaces, and the evolution of the components under cumulative bombardment by

atoms and molecules have been investigated by means of molecular dynamics simulations using both

analytic potentials and a semi-empirical tight-binding method.

The sticking cross-section of CH3 radicals at unsaturated carbon sites at diamond (111) surfaces is

observed to decrease with increasing angle of incidence, a dependence which can be described by

a simple geometrical model. The simulations furthermore show the sticking cross-section of CH3

radicals to be strongly dependent on the local neighborhoodof the unsaturated carbon site.

The erosion of amorphous hydrogenated carbon surfaces by helium, neon, and argon ions in combi-

nation with hydrogen at energies ranging from 2 to 10 eV is studied using both non-cumulative and

cumulative bombardment simulations. The results show no significant differences between sputtering

yields obtained from bombardment simulations with different noble gas ions. The final simulation

cells from the 5 and 10 eV ion bombardment simulations, however, show marked differences in sur-

face morphology. In further simulations the behavior of amorphous hydrogenated carbon surfaces

under bombardment with D+, D+
2 , and D+

3 ions in the energy range from 2 to 30 eV has been investi-

gated. The total chemical sputtering yields indicate that molecular projectiles lead to larger sputtering

yields than atomic projectiles.

Finally, the effect of hydrogen ion bombardment of both crystalline and amorphous tungsten carbide

surfaces is studied. Prolonged bombardment is found to leadto the formation of an amorphous

tungsten carbide layer, regardless of the initial structure of the sample. In agreement with experiment,

preferential sputtering of carbon is observed in both the cumulative and non-cumulative simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The world energy consumption is continuing to increase. Thereasons are obvious: the modern society

in industrialized countries depends on energy supplies, the world population is growing, and the

industrialization of developing countries is demanding increasing amounts of energy.

Today, the primary energy source is the burning of fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and gas [1]. There

are many problems related to the use of these fossil fuels, such as the release of carbon dioxide upon

their combustion, and the limited amount of exploitable geological resources.

A small part of the energy produced on earth comes from nuclear power plants and alternative energy

sources (i. e. solar, wind, biomass). Although it is presumed that the technology of renewable energy

sources will develop, there are no indications that these sources will be able to satisfy the total demand

in the future.

An alternative source of energy is thermonuclear fusion. Asa matter of fact, similar processes are the

primary source of solar energy. At the core of the sun the temperatures and pressures are high enough

for fusion to occur among light elements such as hydrogen, whereby an enormous amount of energy

is released. Fusion research aims to reproduce these processes in a controlled fashion. In comparison

with fossil fuel and nuclear (fission-based) power production, fusion technology is environmentally

safe and no long-term storage of radioactive waste is required. Moreover, the fuel needed for fusion,

namely deuterium and lithium, is accessible in large amounts almost everywhere on earth providing

a practically inexhaustible source of energy.

In a tokamak fusion reactor, the fusion plasma is controlledby magnetic fields and confined in the

center of a toroidal vessel. During device operation, some of the plasma particles leak outside the

closed magnetic field lines and interact with the chamber walls. In tokamaks, specially designed

chamber wall structures are used to handle the boundary plasma. The term ’first wall’ is used to dis-

tinguish the plasma-facing armor material from the actual walls of the vacuum chamber. The resulting

intense (∼ 1022 - 1024 ions/m2s) bombardment by hydrogenic particles causes severe damage of the

first wall, leading to the erosion of the plasma facing components (PFC), degradation of their thermal

and mechanical properties, and deposition of radioactive tritium in the wall structures [2; 3; 4; 5].

The fusion plasma purity, on the other hand, will be compromised as eroded impurity species from

the PFCs enter the plasma and dilute it. In addition, radiation losses, which are proportional to the

atomic numberZ of the impurity species, lead to cooling of the plasma and theextinction of the fusion

reaction.
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The selection of materials for the plasma-facing components is, therefore, crucial for the development

of commercially viable fusion technology.

During the last decades, carbon was considered to be one of the most promising first wall materials.

Carbon has excellent thermal and mechanical properties, butchemical erosion by oxygen, and more

importantly hydrogen atoms and ions, results in too high erosion rates for long-term operation [6],

which constitutes a major problem. Moreover, hydrocarbon species released from the first wall sur-

faces form hydrocarbon films containing tritium upon redeposition. This leads to the accumulation of

a harmful tritium inventory in the vessel walls. Strategiesto circumvent these limitations are currently

intensively investigated. For instance, the introductionof dopants aims to reduce the tritium retention

and chemical sputtering by hydrogen and oxygen while at the same time retaining the required thermo

mechanical properties.

Further research is also needed in order to be able to predictthe evolution and thereby the lifetime of

different PFC materials under reactor relevant conditions. In this respect, the fundamental sticking and

erosion processes of carbon-based materials, the nature ofhydrocarbon species released from plasma-

facing surfaces, and the evolution of the components under cumulative bombardment of atoms and

molecules deserve particular attention.

2 PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF THIS STUDY

The purpose of this thesis is to improve the understanding ofsticking processes and the erosion of

fusion plasma facing materials. The results aid in the selection and development of fusion reactor

materials.

This thesis consists of the summary below and five publications — printed, accepted, or under review

— in international peer-reviewed journals. These publications are referred to in bold face Roman

numbers and are included after the summary.

The structure of the summary is as follows. In this section a brief overview of all the publications is

given, as well as a clarification of the author’s contribution to these. The necessary basic concepts and

the background of the results reported in this thesis are given in section 3. In section 4 an overview

of the methods used to obtain the results is given. The results from simulations on methyl radical

sticking onto diamond (111) surfaces are presented in section 5. In section 6 results from simulations

on carbon erosion are presented. The thesis is summarized insection 7.
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2.1 Summaries of the original publications

In publicationI the sticking of methyl (CH3) radicals onto unsaturated carbon sites was investigated

with respect to the effect of the local neighborhood of the dangling bond. The research on CH3

radical sticking was continued in publicationII , where the angular dependence was investigated and

a simple geometrical model was developed capable of explaining the simulation data. The effect on

amorphous hydrocarbon surfaces under hydrogen and He, Ne, and Ar impurity ion bombardment

was investigated in publicationIII . In publicationIV the carbon erosion yields from hydrocarbon

surfaces under deuterium atom and molecule bombardment were compared. Carbon erosion from

both crystalline and amorphous tungsten carbide surfaces was investigated in publicationV.

Molecular dynamics simulations, employing both quantum mechanical (publicationsI and II ) and

empirical force models (all publications), were used in these studies.

Publication I: Molecular dynamics simulations of CH3 sticking on carbon surfaces, P. Träskelin,

E. Salonen, K. Nordlund, A. V. Krasheninnikov, J. Keinonen and C. H. Wu,Journal of Applied

Physics93, 1826-1831 (2003).

In this study sticking cross sections for CH3 radical chemisorption on unsaturated carbon sites

were obtained. It was shown that the chemisorption of a CH3 radical at a dangling bond is highly

affected by the local neighborhood of the unsaturated carbon atom site. Sticking cross sections

of a totally bare dangling bond site at the surface and a site partly shielded by neighboring

methyl groups were observed to differ by two orders of magnitude.

Publication II: Molecular dynamics simulations of CH3 sticking on carbon surfaces, angular

and energy dependence, P. Träskelin, E. Salonen, K. Nordlund, J. Keinonen, and C. H.Wu, Journal

of Nuclear Materials334, 65-70 (2004).

In this study sticking cross sections for CH3 radicals at different angles of incidence and dif-

ferent energies were calculated. The chemisorption of a CH3 radical at 2100 K onto a dangling

bond was found to be highly dependent on the angle of incidence of the incoming radical.

The angular dependence was explained with a simple geometrical model. The sticking of CH3

radicals with higher kinetic energies (1, 5 and 10 eV) was studied both for a fully hydrogen

terminated surface and a surface with a single dangling bond.

Publication III: H, He, Ne, Ar-bombardment of amorphous hydrocarbon structures, P. Träske-

lin, K. Nordlund, and J. Keinonen, accepted for publicationin Journal of Nuclear Materials(2006).
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In this study both non-cumulative and cumulative bombardment simulations were performed

of hydrogen, helium, neon and argon ions impinging onto amorphous hydrocarbon surfaces at

energies ranging from 2 to 10 eV. The investigation revealedno significant differences between

the sputtering yields of different noble gas ions. A marked difference in the surface morphology

was, however, observed between the final simulation cells from the simulations with 5 and 10 eV

ion bombardment.

Publication IV: Methane production from ATJ graphite by slow atomic and molecular D ions:

evidence for projectile molecule-size-dependent yields at low energies, L. I. Vergara, F. W. Meyer,

H. F. Krause, P. Träskelin, K. Nordlund, and E. Salonen, accepted for publication inJournal of Nu-

clear Materials(2006).

In this study total chemical sputtering yields were obtained for D+, D+
2 , and D+

3 ions at energies

of 1 – 30 eV impinging onto hydrocarbon surfaces. The resulting yields indicate that molecular

projectiles lead to larger yields per atom than atomic projectiles.

Publication V: Hydrogen bombardment simulations of tungsten-carbide surfaces, P. Träskelin,

N. Juslin, P. Erhart, and K. Nordlund, submitted toPhysical Review B(2006).

In this study, the behavior of crystalline as well as amorphous tungsten carbide surfaces under

hydrogen bombardment was investigated. It was found that prolonged bombardment leads to

the formation of an amorphous tungsten carbide layer. Larger sputtering yields were obtained

from carbon-terminated surfaces than from tungsten-terminated surfaces. In agreement with

experiment, carbon was observed to be sputtered preferentially, both in the cumulative and non-

cumulative simulation runs.

2.2 Author’s contribution

The author carried out all the calculations, performed the analysis of the results, and wrote most of

the text of publicationsI , II , III , andV. In publicationIV the author ran the simulations, analyzed

the simulation results, and edited all parts of the final publication. The experimental work in this

publication was carried out by a collaborating group.
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3 FUSION REACTOR PLASMA-FACING MATERIALS

In this section advantages and disadvantages of different materials to be used for plasma facing com-

ponents are reviewed. Basic interaction mechanisms at the first wall and divertor are outlined. Finally

current problems with plasma facing components in next-step fusion experiments are addressed.

3.1 Carbon, tungsten and beryllium

The first successful deuterium-tritium burning experimentwas conducted in the Joint European Torus

(JET) which employed beryllium and carbon as plasma-facingmaterials. In present day tokamaks,

typically different types of graphite or carbon fiber composites are used.

Carbon-based materials are in many ways ideal as plasma facing materials. They feature high thermal

conductivities, excellent thermal shock resistance, and do not melt (the sublimation point of graphite is

∼ 3640 K) [7]. Carbon is a low activation material and its low atomic number (Z) makes it possible to

tolerate much higher carbon impurity concentrations in thecore plasma compared to high-Z materials

like tungsten. A low concentration of carbon in the divertorregion plasma, aids in cooling the edge

plasma. The use of carbon, however, has some drawbacks. Erosion of plasma facing components,

tritium retention in redeposited layers, and contamination of the core plasma by sputtered materials

are the main problems. In addition, volatile molecules, such as CO and CO2, are formed efficiently

due to carbon etching by oxygen, the main intrinsic impurityin the vacuum chamber. Estimates of

the erosion rates in fact indicate too short operational times for carbon plasma facing components in

actual reactors [6; 8]. From both simulations and experimental results, it can be concluded that the

chemical erosion of carbon-based materials remains a problem which is very difficult to solve.

Due to its low physical sputtering yield and good thermal properties, tungsten is among the main can-

didates for plasma-facing materials in fusion devices bothat the first wall and in the divertor region.

While the erosion of tungsten under hydrogen bombardment is negligible, several other mechanisms,

however, can contribute to tungsten erosion in fusion device, for example blistering [9], and sputtering

of redeposited tungsten species [10; 11], which could be enhanced due to lowering of the threshold

energy of sputtering by oxygen [12]. Due to the large atomic weight, tungsten ions are much more

harmful plasma impurities than carbon or beryllium ions.

Beryllium, on the other hand, is very light, but has a very high erosion rate [13] under tokamak-

relevant conditions, and melts easily. The usefulness of beryllium as a first wall material is based on

its low atomic number, its ability to remove oxygen from the plasma, and its ability to pump hydrogen
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almost continuously during short discharges. This hydrogen pumping occurs in spite of the extremely

low equilibrium solubility of hydrogen isotopes in beryllium.

The first tokamak of the next generation, the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

(ITER), is expected to give a clear proof of the feasibility of fusion-based power production [1; 8].

The current ITER design involves carbon-based materials only in the high heat flux components,

while tungsten and beryllium will be used elsewhere in the divertor and the first wall [1].

3.2 Tokamak plasma facing components

In tokamak devices the fusion plasma is confined in a toroidalvacuum chamber by the superposition

of magnetic fields. The confinement properties in tokamaks are excellent, but some of the plasma par-

ticles can escape the magnetic confinement and interact withthe vessel walls. This leads to enormous

thermal and particle loads at the surfaces of the plasma facing parts. Special components, namely

limiters and divertors are used to control the particle flux.

The purpose of a divertor in a tokamak-like fusion reactor isto be the target for particle exhaust and

redirect impurities into regions remote from the core plasma. Before reaching the target plates, the

density of the plasma increases and the plasma cools down, reducing the power load. Further cooling

of the plasma can be achieved by puffing a small amount of gas (e.g. Ne, Ar) in the plasma above the

divertor plates.

Since the plasma electrons have higher velocities than the ions, they reach the divertor target plates

faster. This results in a negative surface charge on the plates, creating an electric field [14]. Before

impinging on the divertor plates, the plasma ions are accelerated by this electric field, the sheath,

leading to an energy distribution which corresponds roughly to a shifted Maxwellian distribution.

The ions are neutralized by the excess electrons at the surface upon reaching the target plates, and the

neutralized plasma species and impurities released from the target plates are finally pumped off from

the vacuum chamber. The pumping is essential, as the impurity species can enter the core plasma with

deteriorating effects. The impurity species can also be ionized in collisions with the plasma electrons,

and redeposited by the sheath.

3.3 Carbon drift and redeposition

Continuing high-flux bombardment by hydrogen ions and neutrals onto carbon-based materials leads

to the formation of amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) structures at the surface of the divertor
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plates [14]. During this process, hydrocarbon species are sputtered, transported and redeposited onto

the fusion first walls. It is known that the eroded species from carbon plasma-facing components form

hydrocarbon films not only on the divertor plates, where prompt redeposition takes place, but also in

other parts of the vacuum chamber [15]. Tritium is rather strongly bound in these hydrocarbon films,

leading to the accumulation of tritium in the first wall structures. Tritium is highly radioactive and

cannot be recycled easily. A major issue in fusion devices istherefore achieving good control over

the tritium inventory bound in these deposited hydrocarbonfilms.

3.4 Current problems

The plasma-facing component lifetime and the contamination of the plasma is primarily determined

by the erosion and the chemisorption rates and mechanisms ofthe plasma-facing material. Detailed

investigations over erosion and sticking processes of these materials are hence of great importance.

For polymer-like hydrocarbon films studied in radical beam experiments, it has been shown that an

additional flux of atomic hydrogen can enhance the sticking coefficient of CH3 by two orders of mag-

nitude. The hydrogen flux provides new adsorption sites via abstraction of H2 molecules. The results

clearly show the importance of unsaturated carbon sites forthe sticking of methyl radicals. Employing

various experimentally determined parameters, the cross section of methyl radical chemisorption on

an unsaturated carbon site has been obtained to be 2.4 Å2 from rate equations [16; 17; 18]. If the elim-

ination of hydrogen due to adsorption of methyl is, however,properly taken into account, the cross

section is calculated to be larger. The cross section obtained for methyl radicals at normal incidence,

σc = 11 Å2, is larger than the average size of a surface site (7.4 Å2). A simple geometrical argument

is therefore insufficient to explain the large cross section. The result obtained in these investigations

for methyl radicals at 45◦ angle of incidence,σc = 5.9 Å2, was shown to be in excellent agreement

with experiments, but smaller than the average size for a surface site. In order to successfully model

and predict the performance of the next-step device, detailed investigations need to be carried out in

order to understand these puzzling results.

Experiments carried out at the ASDEX Upgrade resulted in theformation of both soft polymer-like

C:H films (H/C∼ 1) and hard C:H films (H/C∼ 0.4). Also in this case, a detailed knowledge of

the chemistry at the surface is of fundamental importance. Elementary erosion and re-deposition

parameters for hydrocarbon species, such as the angular dependence of the sticking cross section, are

still missing.

The carbon plasma facing components will suffer significantchemical erosion and sputtering by low

energy hydrogen ion impact during device operation, which to a large extent determines the lifetime
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of a component. Due to evolving divertor design, the interest in the erosion characteristics of the

carbon surfaces is shifting to progressively lower impact energies. Many studies of chemical sput-

tering of graphite with low energy beams have been reported.The fluxes of atomic beams are lower

than for molecular beams. Since the yield decreases with decreasing energy, the low flux of atomic

beams limits the reliability of experiments at energies below 30 eV/D. The studies mentioned above,

therefore, employed molecular beams and then quoted the sputtering yields for incident H or D atoms

at energies obtained by dividing the impacting molecular projectile kinetic energy by the number of

constituent H or D atoms. This is equivalent to the assumption that atomic and molecular projectiles

at the same energy per D atom lead to the same sputtering yieldper atom in the investigated energy

range. Further studies are needed in order to examine the validity of this approximation for carbon

sputtering by atomic D+ and molecular D+x ions impacting on graphite surfaces at room temperature.

Metal carbides are naturally present at the interfaces between the carbon first wall and the metallic

parts underneath. Moreover, they can also be formed when hydrocarbon molecules, eroded under

particle bombardment, react with metal parts in other sections of the plasma chamber. Because of

the abundance of tungsten, the most relevant metal carbide to be considered in this context is WC.

Sputtering yields in WC have been measured by a few groups [19;20; 21; 22; 23]. The results

show that preferential sputtering of carbon plays an important role for the erosion of tungsten carbide

[19], and that at least part of the sputtering is of chemical origin [20]. However, the binary collision

approximation (BCA) simulations used until now to analyze the experimental results capture neither

chemical sputtering nor the details of surface structure changes. Understanding the interaction of

hydrogen plasmas with WC is particularly important since thedivertor armor in ITER is designed to

consist at least partially of carbon coated tungsten.

4 METHODS

Modeling studies can provide valuable insight on erosion and sticking under atom and molecule

bombardment. At energies below the regime of physical sputtering, it is clear that the methods used

have to provide a realistic description of the intricate chemistry of hydrocarbon radicals, noble gases

(such as those investigated in this thesis, namely He, Ne, and Ar), and hydrogenic ions, interacting

with hydrocarbon and tungsten-carbide surfaces. This rules out the use of models based on the BCA

[24], which are otherwise widely used for simulating irradiation of materials, with high-energy ions.

The results presented in this thesis have been obtained by means of the molecular dynamics (MD)

simulation method which is described in the following section.
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Molecular dynamics simulations require models which are capable of providing energies and forces

for arbitrary atomic configurations. In this thesis two different methods were employed: (1) The

majority of results were obtained using analytical inter atomic potentials. The Brenner hydrocar-

bon potential [25] was used for modeling carbon surfaces (publicationsI , II , III , andIV ) while the

simulations of tungsten carbide surfaces (publicationV) were based on an analytical bond-order po-

tential. (2) The tight-binding method in the formulation byPorezaget al. [26; 27] was employed in

the study of methyl radicals sticking on carbon surfaces (publicationsI and II ) in order to capture

quantum-mechanical effects.

4.1 Molecular dynamics

The molecular dynamics method is an excellent tool for studying processes on the atomic scale. In

particular for studies of far-from-equilibrium processes, such as atom cascades resulting from ion

irradiation, where the applicability of analytical methods is sometimes questionable, MD simulations

can provide valuable insight. Since the first implementations of the method in the late 1950ies [28].

the accuracy and speed of MD simulations increased continuously with the rapid development of

computer technology.

In MD simulations the motion of an ensemble of atoms is followed by solving the equations of

motion for each atom. Since an analytic solution is not possible for more than three particles, this

is achieved by discretizing Newton’s equations and application of numerical integration methods. In

order to avoid violation of the energy conservation, the discretization interval (time step) has to be

kept sufficiently small, typically of the order of about 1 fs.This practically limits the maximum

simulation time achievable to nanosecond time scales. Especially in simulations involving energetic

particles, too abrupt changes in the atom positions may leadto unphysical behavior. For the best

computational efficiency in the calculations, a variable time step length may be used [29].

MD methods can be roughly divided into two categories, classical and quantum-mechanical, depend-

ing on the force model used. In classical MD, the inter atomicforces are derived from some potential

energy function. The potentials are fitted to data from quantum-mechanical calculations and/or ex-

periment, such as the melting point, elastic constants, bond lengths, and energies. Electronic effects

are not explicitly included in classical MD.

The advantage of the classical models is their efficiency, since the computational time scales practi-

cally linearly with the number of atoms in the simulation. A typical system size for a classical MD

simulation is of the order of 103 - 107 atoms. Non-local effects, which take into account the bonding

structure at non-nearest neighbor atoms, can be included inthe potential to improve the accuracy of
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the calculations. This is especially important in the case of carbon, where heterogeneous bonding

configurations arise from the mixture ofsp2- andsp3-hybridized bonding.

Quantum-mechanical models range fromab initio to more efficient semi-empirical methods. The

energy of a system of atoms is calculated by iteratively solving the Schrödinger equation, with some

approximations. While the calculations are physically better motivated than in the classical models,

they are also computationally much more demanding. Hence, the size of a system studied is usually

restricted to∼ 2 – 100 atoms.

4.2 Brenner empirical hydrocarbon potential

The reactive bond-order hydrocarbon potential developed by Brenner [25] was used in several papers

of this thesis. The potential is a modified Tersoff-type potential [30; 31], augmented with continuous

bond-order correction functions. The parameters of this potential were fitted to a large data base

comprising data on bulk carbon structures and small hydrocarbon molecules from both experimental

and first-principles calculations [25].

As the inter atomic forces in covalently bonded materials weaken rapidly with increasing distance,

the calculations can be sped up by imposing a maximum interaction distance (cutoff radius) for each

combination of atom types in the simulations. All atoms outside the cutoff radius are neglected when

calculating the force acting on a given atom. The Brenner potential provides a reasonably realistic

description of various pure carbon structures and hydrocarbon molecules, as well as dynamic effects,

such as bond forming and breaking. Hence, it has been used forvarious studies of carbon and hydro-

carbon systems [32; 33; 34; 35]. Some problems with the potential, however, have been identified in

the past. Firstly, the structures given by the potential fordense amorphous carbon have been shown

to contain too small fractions ofsp3-bonded carbon [36]. Secondly, it has also been observed that

the chemical sputtering of carbon (at least from the very surface) is sensitively dependent on the C-C

interaction range of the potential [37]. In publicationI , the sticking probabilities of methyl radicals

on unsaturated carbon sites when calculated using the Brenner potential are shown to be much smaller

than those obtained by tight-binding calculations and experiments. This is particular noteworthy since

the potential was originally developed for the growth of diamond via chemical vapor deposition. In

all of these cases, the performance of the potential can be significantly improved by increasing the

maximum C-C interaction range of the potential without deteriorating other essential properties. In

order to present the interaction between the noble gas atoms(He, Ne, and Ar) and the hydrocarbon

target, pair potentials of the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark(ZBL) [38] type were employed.
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4.3 W–C–H potential

In order to model the complex interactions in the W–C–H system, we employed a recently developed

reactive bond-order potential which is capable of describing both the pure and the compound phases

at a high level of precision [39].

In this model, Brenner’s hydrocarbon potential is combinedwith parameter sets for W–W, W–C, and

W–H interactions. The model has been adjusted to reproduce experimental and first-principles data

on various structures with different local atomic coordinations. It has also been successfully validated

in several test cases which were not explicitly included in the fitting database, which provides confi-

dence that the potential is well suited for simulations of hydrogen and hydrocarbon interactions with

tungsten. It also represents a possibly general route for modeling metal carbides.

4.4 Tight-binding method

The tight-binding (TB) method [40] is a relatively efficientquantum-mechanical method. It is based

on the assumption that the total energy in an atomic system can be approximated as the sum of

two terms: a repulsive pairwise inter atomic potential, which describes the contribution of the core

electrons of atoms, and the band energy, which captures the cohesion due to the interaction of the

valence electrons. The former term is usually fitted to experimental data, making the method in fact

semi-empirical. The latter term is calculated by solving the Schrödinger equation for the electrons in

the field of the atom cores, with the Hamiltonian replaced by aparametrized matrix. A set of basis

functions, usually having the same symmetry properties as the atomic orbitals, is then used to describe

the valence electron states.

The method has been shown to give a qualitatively correct description of various covalently bonded

materials, in particular amorphous carbon [41; 42]. Due to anumber of (physically motivated) ap-

proximations, the method is quite fast compared to first-principles methods such as density-functional

theory or Hartree-Fock. This enables the study of larger systems and collecting at least moderate

statistics for atomic processes. While carbon sputtering yields by low-energy hydrogen are still too

low for comprehensive sputtering studies with the TB method, the quantum mechanical treatment

can still give a physically more accurate description of thechemical bond breaking than the classical

methods. In turn, it is, thereby, possible to assess the reliability of the analytic potential calculations

discussed above.
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4.5 Modeling of ion bombardment on carbon cells

The ion bombardment simulations were carried out with the HCPARCAS simulation code, developed

by K. Nordlund at the Accelerator Laboratory. The program isespecially tailored to simulate far-

from-equilibrium phenomena, such as cascades produced by irradiation.

4.5.1 Types of simulation cells

PublicationsI andII describe a detailed investigation of sticking of methyl radicals on diamond (111)

surfaces. Due to the use of the TB method, which was used to complement the Brenner potential, the

simulation cells comprised only 173 to 183 atoms. In total four different diamond (111) surfaces were

created for our investigations, featuring (a) one unsaturated carbon site, (b) seven unsaturated carbon

sites, (c) one unsaturated carbon site on top of a cluster consisting of ten atoms on the diamond (111)

surface, and (d) one unsaturated carbon site surrounded by three methyl methyl groups.

Under intense hydrogen irradiation carbon PFC surfaces eventually amorphize. Therefore, in pub-

lications III and IV of this thesis random hydrocarbon networks were investigated. To this end,

amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) cells with about 1000atoms were created by repeated tem-

perature and pressure treatment employing the Berendsen thermostat and barostat [43]. The final

surface densities were approximately 2.4 g/cm2, and the fraction of three- and four-fold coordinated

carbon atoms ranged from 60 to 70 % and 25 to 40 %, respectively.

In paperV, both crystalline and amorphous tungsten-carbide surfaces were considered. In the amor-

phous cells, which in total contained about 1000 atoms, the carbon content varied between 10 and

50 %. These cells comprised 1920 atoms. For the crystalline tungsten-carbide cells, both carbon

((0001)-C) and tungsten ((0001)-W) terminated surfaces werecreated.

4.5.2 Bombardment species

Although the term ’ion’ is used here to distinguish the incident atom from the target atoms, con-

ventional classical MD simulations do not describe the charge transfer reactions between the atoms.

Thus, all the atoms in the simulation including the impinging one are in fact neutrals. This is not a

major restriction for the modeling, as the ions impinging onthe divertor plates in tokamaks will be

promptly neutralized by the excess electrons at the surface.

In the series of impact simulations, the impinging species were assigned either fixed kinetic energies

or random energies according to a Maxwellian distribution.The former approach allowed the study
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of the chemical sputtering as a function of the energy. It is often better suited for comparison with

laboratory experiments, where almost mono energetic ion beams are used. The latter approach corre-

sponds to the conditions of hydrogen bombardment of carbon plasma facing materials in tokamaks,

where the incident energies follow approximately Maxwellian distributions.

Two types of irradiation simulations were carried out: cumulative and non-cumulative. In non-

cumulative simulations, the same initial surface is used for all impact events in a series of simulations,

which puts the focus on the probabilities for certain surface processes. In cumulative simulations, on

the other hand, after each bombardment step the simulation cell was cooled and subsequently sub-

jected to the next bombardment event. Thereby, it was possible to study the evolution of the surface

structure subjected to a fluence of incoming particles.

5 STICKING

In this section, a summary over the results obtained from theinvestigations of methyl radical sticking

on diamond (111) surfaces will be given. These studies are presented in publicationsI and II . The

most important findings are the sensitivity of the local neighborhood of an unsaturated carbon site on

the sticking cross section, and the angular dependence of anincoming methyl radical on the sticking

cross section. At the end of the section, possible radical – dangling bond reaction mechanisms are

discussed.

The effective sticking cross section,σc, of hydrocarbon radical chemisorption on unsaturated carbon

atom sites can be defined as an area on the surface to which the radical always chemisorbs upon

impact, since the growth of the carbon matrix by CH3 proceeds only via chemisorption on these

sites. Factors contributing toσc are not only the feed gas and substrate surface temperature [44],

but also the local atomic neighborhood of the adsorption sites, and the angular dependence of the

incoming radicals [16; 17; 18]. Provided that the cross section is known, along with the concentration

of adsorption sites,ndb, the sticking coefficient of the growth speciess and hence the overall growth

of C:H films can be predicted. Moreover, provided that the dangling bond coverage of the surface is

low enough, each CH3 impact near a dangling bond site can be described independently of the other

dangling bond sites on the surface. The sticking cross section is then simply the ratio of the sticking

cross section and the total area multiplied with the number of dangling bond sites.
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Figure 1: (a) Sticking cross sections obtained using the classical Brenner hydrocarbon potential and a
surface with zero, one, two and three methyl groups next to the unsaturated carbon atom. (b) Sticking
cross sections obtained when employing the tight-binding model in the simulations for the case with
one dangling bond at the surface and different angles of incidence of the incoming methyl radical.
The results are compared with sticking cross sections obtained with the simple geometrical model,
and with experimental data [16; 17; 18]. The methyl gas temperature was 2100 K in all cases in our
simulations.

5.1 Sensitivity to neighborhood

Several different surface configurations were created and used in our simulations in order to examine

the effect of the local neighborhood of the dangling bond on the sticking cross section. The cross

section is observed to decrease with increasing number of methyl groups surrounding the dangling

bond. In Fig. 1a the sticking cross section dependence of thelocal neighborhood is depicted.

Depending on the surface configuration, the sticking cross sections are observed to vary by two orders

of magnitude. Although the configuration of three methyl radicals surrounding an unsaturated carbon

site is quite improbable, this study illustrates the importance of the hydrogen flux on the growth of the

C:H network. Without the removal of the hydrogen atoms bound in the methyl groups, the probability

of CH3 adsorption remains low.

5.2 Angular dependence

Depending on the angle of incidence, the sticking cross-section was observed to decrease from

(10.4±1.2) to (1.4±0.3) Å2 (see Fig. 1a), when the angle of incidence increased from 0◦ to 67.5◦

in our simulations. In publicationII , a simple radially symmetric model was developed in order to

explain this angular dependence. In this model, the surfaceregion around an unsaturated carbon site
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Figure 2: (a) Simple geometrical model for the sticking cross section at a certain angleθ of incidence
of the CH3 radical. The cross section is calculated as the total areaA at the bottom of the cylinder,
where the incoming radical is able to chemisorb onto the dangling bond. (b) Calculation of the total
areaA (shaded) at the bottom of the dangling bond cylinder, in which radicals are able to chemisorb
onto the unsaturated carbon atom. This area consists of two segments of two circles.a is defined as
the distance from the center of the cylinder,C, to the point of intersection in the middle of the two
circle segments.b is defined as the distance from this intersection to the pointof intersection between
the two circles.

is approximated by a cylinder with the surrounding hydrogenatoms forming its edges. We assume

that the incoming radical is moving along a straight path, and that it can only change its direction

via scattering from the surface. Radicals which reach the bottom of the cylinder are assumed to stick

always. The area of the bottom of this cylinder, on which the incoming radical is able to chemisorb

onto the dangling bond, thereby decreases with increasing angle of incidence.

The sticking cross-sectionσ(θ) is thus the total area not shadowed at the bottom of the dangling bond

cylinder,A (see Fig. 2). Using geometry, this area is obtained as

A(r,h,θ) = 2tan−1

(√
r2−a2

a

)

r2−2a
√

r2−a2
, (1)

where

a =
1
2

htan(90−θ). (2)

An effective radius is first obtained for the CH3 radical by calculating the total volume of one carbon

and three hydrogen atoms from their covalent radii (0.77 Å for C and 0.35 Å for H), and then comput-

ing the radius of a sphere with this volume. The parameterh is then chosen as the sum of the effective
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radius of the CH3 radical (≈ 0.85 Å) and the covalent radius of a hydrogen atom (0.35 Å). Thischoice

has the following physical motivation: if the carbon atom inthe methyl radical gets down to the same

level as the hydrogen atoms surrounding the unsaturated carbon site, there is nothing which prevents

it from sticking. Otherwise it is assumed to be reflected. Theparameterd, defined asd = 2r, is simply

a fit to the sticking value forθ = 0. This givesr = 1.82 Å andh = 1.20 Å. Note that thed parameter

is the only fitted parameter in the model.

The geometrical model yields excellent agreement with the sticking coefficients observed in our TB

MD simulations, see Fig. 1b. In particular, it gives a natural explanation why the sticking coefficient

drops to almost exactly zero at 90◦ angle of incidence.

The simple geometrical model does not account for at least three processes related to sticking. First,

the angle of rotation of the radical with respect to the surface has an effect on the sticking probability.

A radical rotated such that its hydrogen atoms face the surface will react more easily with the surface

as observed in our simulations. In the opposite case the methyl radical will more likely stick to the

dangling bond. Second, some of the radicals that in the simple geometrical model would react with

the dangling bond, can for example, also react with a surfacehydrogen, resulting in the formation of

a CH4 molecule. Third, radicals have also been observed to chemisorb onto the unsaturated carbon

atom when impinging at a rather large distance from the dangling bond. This is due to a steering

effect, and leads to a larger sticking cross section. However, the fact that our radially symmetric

model fits the angular dependence very well, indicates that all these complications can be averaged

out as a first approximation.

5.3 Reaction processes

According to our simulations the following reaction mechanisms can occur. The most common re-

action processes for the incoming CH3 radical are (1) to chemisorb onto the dangling bond, or (2)

to form a CH4 molecule. In the latter case, the incoming CH3 radical captures a hydrogen on the

surface, and drifts away as a CH4 molecule. Another reaction mechanism, is (3) the formationof a

CH2 molecule. In this case, one of the hydrogens in the CH3 molecule chemisorbs onto the dangling

bond, and the rest of the molecule drifts away as a CH2 molecule. The formation of CH2 molecules

was observed to increase when the angle of incidence of the incoming CH3 radical increases.

In addition, some unusual bonding configurations were also observed at the surface with seven

dangling bonds. In some cases the CH3 group fragmented as one or two of its hydrogen atoms

chemisorbed to unsaturated carbon sites at the surface. Theremaining CHx group chemisorbed onto

the surface, either onto another dangling bond site or by sticking to the surface between two dangling
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Figure 3: Carbon sputtering yields obtained from cumulativebombardment simulations of ions im-
pinging at the following rates: 100% H, 90% H + 10% He, 90% H + 10% Ne, and 90% H + 10% Ar.
Energies of the incident particles were 5 and 10 eV.

bond sites. These bonding configurations were probably intermediate and metastable, but the time

scale of the simulations did not allow us to determine the lifetime of these states.

The above mentioned reaction mechanisms were only observedin the tight binding simulations. In

the classical simulations only sticking of the CH3 radical onto a dangling bond, or reflection of the

same radical from the surface occurred.

6 EROSION

6.1 Noble gas effects

During device operation of a fusion reactor with carbon as the first wall material, these surfaces are

eroded due to bombardment by not only low energy hydrogen ions, but also impurities. The most

important of these impurities are noble gases, such as He, Ne, and Ar ions. Detailed knowledge about

the evolution and hence the lifetime of the PFCs can be achieved by investigating the co-bombardment

of amorphous hydrocarbon surfaces with hydrogen and noble gas ions. After performing cumulative

bombardment simulations at a noble gas/hydrogen ratio of 1/10, and at energies of 5 and 10 eV, the

erosion yields were calculated and compared for different noble gases. As shown in Fig. 3, at a ratio

of 1/10 the sputtering yields obtained from simulations with different noble gas ions do not display

any significant differences.
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2 , D+
3 projectiles. The data are averages over six different surfaces. The uncertainty is the

standard error of the mean of the results obtained for the different surfaces. The solid lines have been
drawn to guide the eye.

A marked difference in the morphology was, however, observed between results from the 5 and the

10 eV runs. This is also expressed in a large difference in thecarbon sputtering yield. This indicates

that the chemical erosion of carbon in fusion reactors may bemore sensitive to the edge plasma

temperature than previously assumed.

The analysis of the sputtered species during ion bombardment showed that sputtering of C2Hx species

dominates. This applies for both the 5 and the 10 eV case, although the erosion yield in the 5 eV case

is much lower. During the first 500 cumulative simulation runs there occurred no erosion of larger

(CxHy, where x > 4) carbon species. After this, that is after a saturated surface was obtained, we

observed sputtering of considerably more high-molecular weight carbon CxHy species.

6.2 D+ vs.D+
2 vs.D+

3

The results from our simulations of 2 – 30 eV D+ vs. D+
2 vs. D+

3 bombardment onto amorphous

hydrocarbon surfaces are shown in Fig. 4. The experimental methane production yields overlap

within experimental error for all three incident projectiles at 60 eV/D, and differ by less than a factor

of two at the lowest measured energy of 10 eV/D. For the MD simulations, the total yield increases

with the molecular weight.
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Figure 5: Trajectories of atoms in a 20 eV D3 impact event leading to sputtering. For clarity, only
the three incoming D atoms of the incident D+

3 projectile and the three sputtered C atoms are shown.
The initial positions of the three D atoms and the C atoms are shown with solid and open circles,
respectively. The D and C trajectories are shown with thin and thick lines, respectively. Each frame
shows the trajectories up to the time indicated in the lower right corner.

An extended study of the time evolution of trajectories of both D atoms of an incoming D3 projectile

and sputtered C atoms in individual MD simulations showed that in a significant fraction of the events,

which lead to sputtering, the D atoms remain bound or close toeach other (see Fig. 5). These results

strongly suggest that a major part of the differences in the yields for the different beams (D+, D+
2 ,

and D+
3 ) can be explained by classical energy-transfer processes,which contribute to the kinetic

desorption of the erosion precursors.

This effect may, at last in part, explain the differences in isotope effects observed by Mechet al.

and Roth and co-workers. Using H+
3 and D+

2 beams (Mechet al.), the increase in maximum energy

transfer is only about 2.4%, while in the case of H+
3 and D+

3 (Rothet al.) the maximum energy transfer

increase is more than an order of magnitude larger (33.5 %). The possibility of intact molecular

projectiles enhancing kinetically assisted desorption oferosion products from graphite surface can,

therefore, interfere with the isolation and quantitative assessment of other projectile-mass-related
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sputtering of tungsten is practically negligible.

effects such as the H/D/T isotope effect. For unambiguous identification and quantification of the

latter effect, the use of atomic projectiles is thus highly recommended.

6.3 Tungsten-carbide

The carbon sputtering yields obtained from the cumulative simulations of (0001)-W and (0001)-C

surfaces are shown in Fig. 6. Both surfaces display the same trend: The yield rises from close to zero

at low bombardment energies, peaks for 100 eV, and thereafter decreases with increasing ion energy.

For all energies the erosion of tungsten is practically negligible which is equivalent to a preferential

sputtering of carbon and in agreement with experiment (see below). The difference between the

simulations of the (0001)-W and (0001)-C surfaces is small.The yields are slightly larger in the

(0001)-C case, since carbon atoms in the first surface layer react more easily with the incoming

deuterium ions.

It is noteworthy that some erosion occurs for all energies, even at an energy of only 10 eV. The

maximum possible energy transfer from a 10 eV D to C is only 4.9eV. This is much less than the

cohesive energy of C in bulk WC, which implies that ordinary physical sputtering of carbon cannot

account for the observed erosion. Visual inspection of the evolution of the simulation cells during

bombardment provides an explanation for this observation.Erosion of carbon and carbon containing

molecules is more significant for the carbon terminated surface because of swift chemical sputtering
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(a) 10 eV (b) 50 eV (c) 100 eV (d) 1 keV

Figure 7: Snapshots of the the last frames of the WC lattice after cumulative deuterium bombardment
with 2000 ions at (a) 10 eV, (b) 50 eV, (c) 100 eV, and (d) 1 keV. The lighter spheres represent C atoms
and the darker ones W atoms.

[45; 46; 47], which is known to govern erosion at energies below the threshold for physical sputtering.

Note that on the C-terminated WC surface, the C atoms have only 3bonds to the underlying W layer

(the C atoms are too far from each other to have covalent bondswith each other). These three bonds

can be broken by swift chemical sputtering. Our present results show that the threshold for carbon

erosion from tungsten carbide due to deuterium by this mechanism is less than 10 eV.

Snapshots of the cells at the end of the cumulative simulations reveal that the surfaces are amorphized

at energies between about 50 eV and 200 eV. The amorphizationis the most pronounced at an energy

of 100 eV corresponding to the maximum in the yield (see Fig. 7). During the course of the simu-

lation, carbon molecules formed due to amorphization of thesurface are subject to erosion by swift

chemical sputtering [45; 46]. For energies below about 50 eVand above 200 eV the crystalline struc-

ture remains largely intact. Energies below 50 eV are obviously too small to cause non-recoverable

damage. On the other hand, for energies above about 200 eV themaximum of the depth distributions

of the energy and the deposited ions exceed the height of the simulation cells used in the current

simulations.

In both cumulative as well as non-cumulative simulations, the W sputtering yield is very low (≪
0.01). This implies that C is sputtered preferentially. Thepreferential sputtering of C naturally leads

to W enrichment at the surface. The calculated W surface concentration as a function of ion fluency

shows excellent agreement with the W surface concentrationduring 300 eV D bombardment, using

Auger electron spectroscopy, as measured by Plank and Eckstein [19].

Our observation of large C sputtering yields from WC during D bombardment conform with the swift

chemical sputtering mechanism. This mechanism is important in a relatively narrow energy window

[47]. On the other hand, the W yields remain low since W is a metal which prefers high coordination

numbers and hence does not easily sputter by the swift chemical sputtering mechanism. The physical

sputtering yields for W by D are experimentally known to be very low (≪ 0.01) in pure tungsten [48].
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Since W and WC have comparable cohesive energies, the physical sputtering yield of W from WC

can be expected to be comparably small, which is consistent with our simulation results.

7 SUMMARY

Carbon, carbon based materials, tungsten, and beryllium arepresently considered as potential ma-

terials for plasma facing components in fusion reactors. Indevices with carbon based first walls,

hydrocarbon molecules are sputtered due to intense bombardment of hydrogenic particles, and layers

with redeposited hydrocarbons are observed to form, not only on the divertor plates, but also in re-

mote regions of the vacuum chamber. In order to obtain control over the tritium inventory bound in

the deposited hydrocarbon films, detailed knowledge about the properties and the growth of hydrocar-

bon films is required. In this thesis, molecular dynamics simulations based both on a semi-empirical

tight-binding method and empirical force models have been employed to gain detailed information

about the sticking and erosion of ions and molecules at thesesurfaces.

The investigations on sticking of methyl radicals onto unsaturated carbon sites on diamond (111)

surfaces revealed that the local neighborhood of a danglingbond can lead to a variation of the stick-

ing cross section over two orders of magnitude. The stickingcross section of methyl radicals was

also observed to depend on the angle of incidence. This dependence can be described by a simple

geometrical model.

The behavior of amorphous hydrogenated carbon surfaces under co-bombardment with hydrogen and

noble gas atoms was studied for energies of 5 and 10 eV. Withinstatistical uncertainty, the erosion

yields were the same for different noble gas ions. A marked difference in the surface morphology,

however, was observed for different ion energies. This indicates that the chemical erosion of carbon

in fusion reactors is probably more sensitive to the edge plasma temperature than previously assumed.

The sputtering yields obtained from simulations of D+, D+
2 , and D+

3 ions impinging onto hydrocarbon

surfaces at energies between 2 and 30 eV, showed that molecular projectiles can lead to larger yields

per atom than atomic projectiles. This indicates that the simple scaling approximation which has

been used to deduce data for atomic projectiles from experiments using molecular projectiles is not

sufficient and additional corrections need to be taken into account.

Prolonged bombardment of tungsten carbide surfaces by deuterium ions was shown to lead to the

formation of an amorphous WC surface layer, regardless of theinitial structure of the simulation cell.

Erosion of carbon is dominant for both carbon and tungsten terminated surfaces. Just like carbon-

based materials, WC-like materials can, hence, be expected tobe subject to chemical erosion down
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to very low energies of impinging deuterium or tritium particles. This is in contrast to pure tungsten,

which does not erode due to chemical sputtering.

In agreement with experiment, preferential sputtering of carbon was observed in the simulations. This

suggests that WC layers formed by carbon redeposition will bereduced in carbon content if they are

subjected to continued hydrogen/deuterium bombardment. Hence, if a section of the reactor first wall

is subject to both redeposition of hydrocarbons and hydrogen bombardment, a dynamic balance in the

carbon content will be reached under prolonged operation.
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